
Approach Function Vision for Systems Change Household Impact

.

Identify the specific function in the system that you seek to influence. You will then map out what early stage and mid-

transition changes look like. You can use the change wheel to help you do this, although you do not need to use it verbatim.

Remember... what change looks like might shift over time! Change pathways should remain dynamic. 

Approaches outline the tactics

that you will take to influence

change to the function you've

identified. This will form the

framework for your

interventions.

Staring State

Describe the starting state,

including the underlying

behavioral dynamics or root

causes that have resulted in this

state.

Place your learning question(s) here for where you are currently in the change pathway. A learning question will focus on what you're testing out (your hypothesis) during this phase of work.

You may also wish to list qualitative or quantitative indicators.

There will frequently be multiple

approaches to influence the

function and system.

Emerging signs/early shifts by key market players…

Basic practice changes/innovations uptake directly

related to original cases/players...

Blossoming understanding/

recognition of need to change/increased appetite for

change...

New relationships or networks forming/old relationships

or networks evolving...

New market segment(s) emerging as a result of

innovation(s)/case (new market opportunities

recognised)...

From early stage....

Increasing competitive pressure...

Evolving signs/developing shifts by market players…

Semi-autonomous, expanding practice changes/

innovation uptake beyond original case/by wider actors...

Increased understanding and/or stronger relationships

translate into tangible investments/plans/ other proactive

signs of commitments...

New market segment developing (new market

opportunities being concretised)...

To mid transition....

Use this indicator to identify where you are along the change pathway currently. You can also document key outcomes/observations here.

Our goal is to increase housing outcomes and

subsequently well-being of households,

particularly low-income households. What is the

long-term outcome for households given the

tipping point changes you envision for this

particular housing-related system?

Established signs/mature shifts by key market

players…

Autonomous, expanded and widespread practice/

services uptake by wider actors (now a ‘norm’)...

Responsive, well connected market players who

regularly invest/plan/commit to improvements in

market function...

New market segment established and a new

function in its own right (now a market in its own

right/with established service offerings)...

Identify the system you're working in and what your

vision for systemic change is. This is related to the

tipping point change on the change wheel.

To tipping point. change.

Portfolio Change Pathways Template


